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What is Risk Flow and why use it?

Risk Flow is a tool for 

effective IT risk 

management of 

organizations. Analysts 

spend time creating content

and not the form!

The system is intended for 

individuals and companies 

who want to improve risk 

management and automate 

their own or their client’s 

approval processes.

Who is it suitable for?



Risk Flow emphasizes effective teamwork and security. It 
saves your resources and automates routine processes.



Main benefits of 

Effectively performing
risk analysis

Saves time and 
resources

Users focus on 
content

A clearly given
methodology

Cloud environment Support for 
teamwork
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Asset management
Having an overview of everything that has value 
for you or your clients is absolutely essential.

● Computers, servers, IoT devices, ...
● Data, information, know-how, ...
● Employees, clients, suppliers, ...

Record, categorize and value company’s
assets. Simply, effectively and securely.



Definition of asset value

What impact does a 
disruption of the 

availability of an asset 
have?

Can an unauthorized 
modification of the 

system or data occur?

Availability Integrity
Is the information 
available only to 

authorized users?

Confidentiality

Risk Flow will prepare scales for you to evaluate the properties of the asset. Based on them, it 
determines the resulting value of the asset. Assessed assets can further enter risk analyzes and 

approval processes.



Asset management



Risk analyses
Multiple analysts can participate in the 
analysis and clients can always view those
analyses..

You have everything in one place and you 
don't have to worry about forwarding 
documents and keeping track of deadlines. 
Comments can be added to the individual 
analyses and thus bring each of them to the 
complete satisfaction of the client.



Risk analyses



Risk treatment plans
Risk treatment plans need to be created for 
finished analyses.

This is a document containing goals and 
benefits of security measures for managing 
individual risks, definition of necessary 
resources and metrics for verification of 
implementation.



Risk treatment plans



Risk Flow catalog
Our catalog helps users develop risk 
analyses and risk management plans.

It contains proposals for risks, threats, 
vulnerabilities, measures, goals and 
metrics.

The catalog is able to learn, so clients can 
build their own catalog of knowledge. In 
addition, the Risk Flow team is constantly 
expanding our default catalog.



Risk Flow catalog



Flows
Flows represent business processes. 
Our system can currently help you 
with approval and audit processes. 
Let Risk Flow keep an eye on 
deadlines and required actions, while 
you focus on more important matters.



Approval flow



Approval flow



Audit flow



Audit flow



Export & import, API

Integrate Risk Flow with third-party 
applications using ready-made application 
interfaces and build a robust risk 
management system.

You can export the results of your work to 
Excel, PDF or process them in other 
systems using the API.



Security
Ensuring continuity of activities and 
access from anywhere thanks to the 
cloud environment

Anti DDoS protection with

Regular cloud backup

Access control

Keeping an audit logs

Encrypted communication



Light theme



Dark theme



Most effective on 
a big screen…



... but you can also 
work from a tablet ...



... and you can do the 
most actions from your 
phone as well!



Partners



Experience Risk Flow by yourself in our demo version on

https://demo.riskflow.cz

https://demo.riskflow.cz/


This presentation template was created by 
Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, infographics 

& images by Freepik and illustrations by Stories

Thank you for your attention
If you have any questions, please do 
not hesitate to contact us.

riskflow@riskflow.cz
www.riskflow.cz

https://slidesgo.com/
https://www.flaticon.com/
https://www.freepik.com/
https://stories.freepik.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/risk-flow/
https://discord.com/invite/2NBZKwcz
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